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Please remember to like and engage with our Herzlia
Alumni Association and T he Herzlia Foundation Trust
Facebook and lnstagram pages.

2020 -What a year!
2020 is a year that will go down in the history books. Herzlia celebrated its 80th Anniversary with our global Herzlia
family. For those of you who joined us for the screening of Celebrating 80 we hope you enjoyed every moment.
For those of you who were not able to watch it click here and enjoy the magic. Read more about the behind the
scenes and details around the event on page 6.
This edition is packed with recollections from our head students over the years. Thank you so much for sharing so
many vivid memories. It is so clear from your pieces that Herzlia still occupies a special place in your hear ts.
Read how Yael (Fialkov) Sacks (2000) started African Tails, an NGO which assists with finding solutions to the chronic
over-population of pets in Western Cape. Laurie Shone (20 I 0) together with fellow alumni Melissa Zackon (20 I 0)
and Isabella Bisogno (20 I 0) founded the NGO, Mama Flo where they are committed to finding short and long term
sustainable solutions to ending Period Poverty for women in Site B, Khayelitsha. Stanley Rabin ( 1965) tells us all about
his book Solitude which he wrote with some colleagues. We also pay tribute to our Alumni Administrator Paula Cohen,
who will be retiring after 30 years with Herzlia.
This year has brought many changes for United Herzlia Schools. One incredibly exciting and positive change is that
Geoff Cohen ( 1976) Director of Education at Herzlia is now working closely with both T he Herzlia Alumni Association
and The Herzlia Foundation Trust. It's a natural progression as a past pupil, teacher and Middle School Principal, and we
look forward to seeing and meeting as many of you as possible as soon as the skies open and we can engage in reunions
and meetings with our global Herzlia Alumni.
#M YSTORY-ALUMNI STORIES
SHALOM HERZLIA CONSTANTIA
CELEBRATING 80: THE MUSICAL MOVIE
BEHIND THE SCENES
STORY OFA HERZLIA HAT
HERZLIA HEAD STUDENTS SHARE

For many of us around the world, sending your children to a Jewish day school comes at a huge sacrifice.As a Herzlia
alumnus, we know you can appreciate the privilege of a Herzlia education. As part of our 80th we look to you, our
alumni, to give back to your alma mater in whatever way you can. To assist you as much as possible we have fiscal
agents in the USA, UK, Canada and Australia (see pg 17) who provide all the necessary tax exemption options.
Please if you haven't yet, donate now and make a real difference in the life of a Jewish child

.*

As this year of extraordinary growth draws to a close on , I want to thank and acknowledge each one of you,
our Herzlia alumni, for your wonderful support. No matter where you are in the world, you have chosen to stay
connected and informed and have been a critical part in making Jewish children's dreams come true. As always,
I encourage and appreciate your input, suggestions, comments and we love hearing all your news, updates,
as well as receiving your beautiful photographs of your special wedding day and beautiful babies. Stay safe,
stay in touch and stay connected.

THEIR STORIES
ENGAGEMENTS, MARRIAGES, BIRTHS
AND CONDOLENCES

oeo

Best wishes, Amanda
azar@herzlia.com
*South African, UK, USA, Australian and Canadian donors are eligible for a tax deduction in respect of donations to The Herzlia Foundation Trust.
UNITED HERZLIA SCHOOLS is the sole beneficiary ofThe Herzlia Foundation Trust PBO NO. 930038539.
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IT'S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE TO
A VERY SPECIAL SCHOOL

INVITING ALL HERZLIA ALUMNI AND PAST TEACHERS TO
JOIN OUR GUEST SPEAKER MR JIM GOODACRE, AS THE
SUN SETS ON HERZLIA CONSTANTIA.

HERZLIA CONSTANTIA
25NOVEMBER202011 SHOO
RSVP sbotes@herzlia.com
ZOOM LINK: hHps://herzlia.zoom.us/i/2820462830?pwd=SURxa 1 p3MiQ4c3FPMHJxM3NmckpwZz09

ocm,o

# HERZLIA

CONSTANTIA

#MyStory
30YEARSAT
THE HERZLIA ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
Paula Cohen

Herzlia Alumni Association Administrator
By Tracy Klass, UHS Marketing Manager
Tell us a bit about yourself?

I was born in Cape Town and have lived here my whole life. My parents lived in Namibia
for the first six years of my life and so we spent six months here and six months there
until I had to go to school. I went to Weizmann and from there to Ellerslie Girls High.
After all these decades I still remember my Sub A Teacher, Mrs Linz, my Sub B Teacher
Mrs Jacobs and the Principal Mr lssy Cohen, all of whom were friendly with my parents,
lssy and Chrissie Blumenau. I married Mark Cohen in 1975 and have three children,
Nikki (1999), Lauren (2002) and Josh (20 I 0) and we are very, very proud grandparents
to Evie, Delilah and Milo.

When did you start at Herzlia?

I started at Herzlia in February 1991 and I remember that date very clearly because my
son was born in 1992.1 took a short maternity break and returned to Herzlia on a part
time basis which evolved over time into a full-time position.

What are the various roles you have played?
Paula Cohen - Herzlia Alumni Association Administrator (1991-2020).

Basically I have looked after the alumni database. When I started, we kept all records on
a card and at the end of each year, I would take all the information and I transfer it onto
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a database of sorts.The original cards would then get filed. My job was to ensure that the
information was correct. This meant a large par t of my day was spent hunting people
down, including distant relatives, because people had emigrated so I had to get in touch
with aunts and uncles. I used to send people letters to ask them where they were, we used
actual post with real stamps, email was a while away. Then David Ginsberg sent me on a
course to learn the internet.The advent of electronic communication has made my life so
much easier, our searches are instant. Back in the day, I used to have to wait for replies
(written letters). Part of maintaining the database was of course to capture life events of
our alumni - bir ths, marr iages, emigrations, maza/tov moments, nachos
events and unfor tunately, alumni obituaries as well. For over 12 years I helped
administer the Herzlia ticket. I capture the list of new births for the marketing department
as par t of their enrolment campaigns and I take visiting alumni and interested people
on tours of the school.Their favourite part of the tour is the top corridor where the walls
are adorned with old photos.
A major part of my job is to facilitate reunions around the world, especially the milestone
ones. Each year we appoint people or they volunteer to organise reunions in their cities
and we provide back up in terms of alumni information, old photos, school magazines,
music and words for the schools songs etc. I also collate all the copy for the Herzlia
Headlines and use this material to populate the Alumni Facebook page.A large par t of
my job is to keep the Facebook page engaging and current.

What was the greatest impact on your job over the last 30 years?

Like everybody else, technology - the way we work is so different now. We used print
the labels for newsletters, reams of them.Then we had to arrange the physical mailing of
the newsletters which we had printed. Now everything is electronic. It also allows us to
be ver y up to date with our content because there is no time lapse for printing.
Also, social media has made everything instant.As I get a new baby pie or a wedding photo
I can put it up immediately, people are not looking at a pie of a new born who is actually
I 0 months old by the time the newsletter is read.

What is your most memorable moment?

I have enjoyed the company of my colleagues. We have shared tears and lots of laughter:
I can't pinpoint a specific moment with my Herzlia family but suffice to say we have shared
so much together over the last 30 years.

What is the favourite part of the job?

I like taking people around the school - little walkabouts, getting to know the faces behind
the names. I often correspond with people for decades and then all of a sudden they pitch
up at the school and I get to meet them face to face.That is such a thrill it's like meeting
an old friend because we have been corresponding for so long. Somebody came here
once and said to me "Are you the famous Paula Cohen?" because he knew my name from
all the emails I sent out. My name stuck in his head.

How difficult was it being a parent and working here?

There was a time when I had a child in Sub A at Herzlia Constantia, one in the Middle
School and one in Matric at the High School. So we were on three different campuses.
It wasn't very difficult, it was just expensive because my kids knew where I worked and
could come and get money for the tuckshop, Matric jersey, outing, raffie tickets, market
days - it was never ending.

What will you miss?

The people - my colleagues and friends I have made over the years. I am going to miss
driving up Deer Park Drive and looking at the school. I will miss being in touch with the
alumni and watching how they grow and develop over the years. La Dor va Dor; my
children have children now and so do their friends and I loved reading about what they
are doing and publishing their lifecycle simchas.

What have you left behind?

A wonderful record of all our HerzliaAlumni.We have over 7200 alumni around the world
and we know where just about everyone is. I am extremely proud of that.
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in 48 countries around the world.
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CELEBRATING 80
THE MUSICAL MOVIE

BEHIND
THE SCENES
By Danielle Wynter (2000)

In November 2019, I met with the 80th Anniversary committee to discuss what we would do in terms
of the music department, to celebrate this milestone. It was decided that we would host a live show
featuring pupils and alumni at the Cape Town Convention Centre in August 2020. I immediately got to
work. I sourced and put together a production team, emailed alumni, organised auditions and everything
was on track to go ahead as planned...

#HERZLIASO
Ocm>O

THE HERZLIA
FOUNDATION TRUST
SECURING JEWISH EDUCATION
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As with all plans this year, as soon as we went into lockdown and the future
became uncertain, the show was cancelled. We were back to square one,
this time on Zoom, to figure out what we could do in light of the COVID-19
restrictions and the complete unknown of if and when 'normal' would return.
Filming a socially distanced choir and the idea of a live concert was discussed,
but we eventually settled on Celebrating 80:The Musical Movie.
The production team of Paul and Michele Griffiths, Stefan Lombard and myself met
to recalibrate and establish a new path forward at which point it became clear that
we needed a new member on our team. Someone to direct, film, edit and help us
establish a narrative for what we envisioned as a 'musical documentary' which would tell
the Herzlia stor y through song and stor ytelling and in which the main character is
Herzlia. We reached out to filmmaker Josh Hayman (2000) who came on board to
make our movie.
The following weeks were filled with phone calls, Zoom meetings, brainstorming
sessions and slowly but surely the way in which we would tell this story became clear:
In September Herzlia alumni and pupils spent a week in the Herzlia Music Department
recording studios with Stefan Lombard and David Watkyns to lay down the musical tracks
for the film and two weeks later we spent a week shooting in and around the Herzlia
campus buildings. Creating both the music and the visuals for this project was incredibly
fulfilling, seeing our ideas come to life through the professionalism and talent of our
alumni and pupils. Josh carried out interviews with some of our Herzlia family living in
Cape Town, and from these interviews, the stor y would be car ved out. Once all the
filming was wrapped, most of the team took a little break whilst Josh set to work
on creating what would become our final product. Over 20 hours of footage became the
37 minute movie you see today.
In early October, a small group of us gathered together to watch the movie for the
first time. It was an emotional experience and there were a few tears shed. The movie
authentically captures and portrays the essence of Herzlia. It touches on some of the
fundamental, almost intangible qualities that make it the truly special school that it is.
The voices of pupils past and present, the music and the fascinating archival material make
this movie riveting to watch.
Behind the scenes: Geoff Cohen gets aquanted with his old school desk during a 'dry run'
before going live to over 5000 viewers around the world.

It is with so much love and gratitude that we share this movie with you. Click Here.
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Herzlia Becomes a Television Studio
So now we had this incredible movie but how to share it with the rest of the world?
We did not want to just send out the link with no context, so the marketing department
put together a fantastic launch using the latest technology available (within our budget).
We contacted WebShows, who had experience in online shows, the wonderful Lisa
Chait ( 1984) radio host extraordinaire and Sarit Werb from Sisters Act and together
with Tracy Klass and the Herzlia Marketing department they put together a live studio
scenario using the WebShows digital platform.
Our Media Centre looked amazing, we had two different camera angles. We even
managed to find a very old school desk. The system we rigged up had a live comments
feed so everyone who joined from all over the world could send shout outs to each
other. Well over I 000 people logged on to watch the movie, which means that we
had over 5000 viewers at any one time.
Geoff Cohen found some very old lost property which he announced on air and we
are delighted to inform everyone that Barry Lipchin in Auckland, New Zealand claimed
his cap. He really wants it back because he still has his Herzlia kippah (see page I 0).

The proceedings were opened by our esteemed alumnus, Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis ( 1973),
who delivered a magnificent d'var Torah. We were delighted to hear from
Philip Krawitz ( 1967) Chairman of the UHS Board of Trustees and David Ginsberg
the UHS Director of Finance for the past 32 years. Past principals Solly Kaplinski and
Jeff Cohen sent us their 80th wishes. Hilary Waters ( 1973) jumped online to acknowledge
the critical work of The Herzlia Foundation Trust and current UHS Chair,
Matthew Gruzd, ( 1996) also shared his birthday wishes for the school.
After the movie, the evening ended when our Middle and High School SLCs and Execs
brought in the bir thday cake. Andries van Renssen, our new Executive Director,
addressed the viewers and Hight School Head Student, Benjamin Zar; lit the candles.

All systems go: The tech team gets ready to go live in the temporary studio which was
set up in the Herzlia School Library/Media Centre.
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The comments from all around the world really just said it all...
"Kol Hakavod. So proud to be 2nd generation Herzlian and my kids 3rd generation.What Geoff
said is so true - the connections you make in Herzlia last a lifetime. All Herzlians share a past
and a common thread that unites them. So privileged to have had that and to give that to my
kids." - Martine Breskal Trope ( 1990)
"As a Herzlia alumnus 1989, I am feeling so proud to have Gemma involved with
Herzlia's 80th birthday celebrations! Geoff Cohen was my class teacher in Middle School
and today, still ver y much part of our family! My children are third generation Herzlians
a�er my uncle, Ellie Herring, my dad, Isaac Herring and my brother.Jerold Herring (le� 1984).
Mazeltov Herzlia!" - Lauren Herring Cohn (left 1989)
"Amazing show - well done Herzlia. Proud to have sent my daughters to Herzlia and see
their continued support and commitment to this day. The wonderful education continues
with our grandkids." - Martine Israel (Past Parent and Grandparent)
"Mazeltov Herzlia, thank you for the best education, friends and memories. So proud to have
been part of the Herzlia Family. Thank you to everyone who got involved in this huge
milestone, 80 years. May you all go from strength to strength." Mia Feinstein ( 1996)
"Broadcast was amazing. Goosebumps all round. We// done to all involved. Class of
2000. Dublin, Ireland." - Taryn Lockitch (2000)
"What a beautiful and necessary reminder of why we send our kids to a Jewish
school! You captured the uniqueness of Herzlia and the sense of 'im tirzu' you instil
in the pupils who pass through its hallways. I for one could not be prouder of
teaching there and sending my daughter to this world-class school to receive the same
wonderful and timeless education I had the privilege to enjoy. To the next 80 years.
Chazak chazak venitchazek! - Benjy Blumenthal ( 1998)

Behind the scenes: Lisa Leemans, Sarit Werb, Amanda Zar; Tracy Klass and Paul Griffiths
keep an eye on the messages coming in during the countdown to going live.

"We// done to you all. What an incredible production. So proud of my school. Wouldn't want
my kids at any other school. Herzlia offers a world class Jewish education - shout out to
class of 92." - Martine Krawitz Vogelman ( 1992)
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Please come and
collect your hat
from lost property...
Herzlia Hat Finds its Owner
40 Years Later
As UNITED HERZLIA SCHOOLS celebrated its 80th anniversary with an
online musical extravaganza on 25 October, Barry Lipchin was thousands
of kilometres away, sleeping, in Auckland, New Zealand. He was awoken
with a flurry of text messages from family and friends telling him that
Herzlia had found his hat.

by TALi FEINBERG I Jewish Report, 29 October 2020
www.sajr.co.za
I asked, "What hat?" says Lipchin. "It turned out it was one I lost when I was
really little, more than 40 years ago. I was laughing. I couldn't believe it!" As part of
the evening's presentation, Herzlia Director of Education Geoff Cohen and his
co-host, Lisa Chait, shared some lost property that had remained on the school
campus for decades, and Lipchin's name was written in the cap. Chait asked him to
"please come and collect your hat from lost property", and as thousands of Herzlia
Alumni from 48 countries across the world were enjoying the show, the
message quickly made its way to him. He has since unearthed a photo of him
wearing it, along with his 'safari suit' Herzlia uniform.

Barry Lipchin ( 1988) ... before he lost his hot.

"It's quite remarkable. My mother wrote my name in it, and she passed away a
month ago, so it was very meaningful. I do remember losing it I was a diligent little
boy, so I looked for it! I've also still got my kippah from that time." Lipchin started
at Herzlia 1977, and matriculated there in 1988.
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"I told my colleagues I wish I could hit the lottery like that! It almost seems like the
same chance that my hat would be found 40 years later."
Says Cohen, "We have a storeroom in the building that we use for lost property.
Generally, after a while, we give a lot away to charity. Some of the uniform items
are given to pupils as second-hand items. We have kept some as archival items,
and Barry's cap was in that box."
Lipchin recalls an idyllic childhood in Rocklands Avenue, a street away from the
school, and he would often walk home at lunch time. "Most of my friends are from
our Herzlia days. I spoke to two of them yesterday. Many of us lived close to the
school, and my dad had a pharmacy in District Six and then at the top of Derry
Street in Vredehoek. So this moment made me feel very nostalgic."
Lipchin, his wife, Hayley, and their three school-going sons emigrated to New
Zealand in 2018, and one thing he says is impossible to replicate there is the Jewish
education that Herzlia offers.

I asked, "What hat?" says Lipchin. "It turned out it was
one I lost when I was really little, more than 40 years
ago. I was laughing. I couldn't believe it!"
"It's quite remarkable. My mother wrote my name in
it, and she passed away a month ago, so it was very
meaningful. I do remember losing it. I was a diligent
little boy, so I looked for it! I've also still got my kippah
from that time."

"It's a tiny and very fragmented Jewish community here, and it's difficult to be
Orthodox. If I look back at the education level at Herzlia, it was off the charts,
especially in Hebrew.Judaism, and Zionism.You just can't find that in New Zealand."
"Up until the age of I 3, Jewish kids here can have a secular education with a
'Jewish flavour'. I call it a smattering of Judaism," says Lipchin. "They learn the chaggim
and a bit of Hebrew, but I'm teaching my youngest son the rest, and I got that
knowledge from Herzlia. I'm teaching him Hebrew because I want him to be able to
read fluently at his Barmitzvah in four years' time. Herzlia gave me that grounding
and identity."
Lipchin's brother-in-law, Yinon Levy, collected the cap from Herzlia, and Lipchin
will pay for it to be posted to him. He promises to share photographs when it's finally
returned to him.
Herzlia Alumni and supporters enjoyed the online event to celebrate the school's
eight decades, which included messages from prestigious alumni like Chief Rabbi
Ephraim Mirvis and music and dance numbers from current and past pupils. It was
presented live from the school's librar y, and a stream of messages from the audience
allowed alumni and supporters to celebrate and connect from all over the world.
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JACK SCHNEIDER

The First Head Boy - 1956

"Luckily for me, the High School opened when I
was ready for Std 6 (Grade 8). Thereafter every
year the school went up one grade, until 1956,
when we were in Matric (Grade 12). I landed up
being Head Prefect at Herzlia for six years."

Herzlia School started in 1940, the year I was born. I joined
the school when I was six, in what was then Sub A. There were
approximately 140 kids in the school at the time, roughly 20
of us in a class, with one class per Grade. The junior school
went up to Grade 7 with no High School. My favourite
teacher was lssy Cohen - he taught us English and Latin. lssy
loved sport and acted as the Sports Master. I took soccer,
cricket, table tennis and tennis - so I got to spend quite a lot
of time with him. In Std 5 (Grade 7) I was elected Head Prefect.
That was 1951.
Luckily for me, the High School opened when I was ready for Std 6 (Grade 8).
Thereafter every year the school went up one grade, until 1956, when we were
in Matric (Grade 12). I landed up being Head Prefect at Herzlia for six years.
Our subject choice was small; English, Afrikaans, Hebrew, Bookkeeping,
Science, History and Geography. Most afternoons you would find me playing
soccer; I was proud to be selected for Western Province Schools. When I got
to Matric there were only seven of us in the class and we were all boys. I'm the
only one still living in Cape Town, the rest are spread around the world; two are
in Canada, two in Israel and one in the USA and Australia respectively.
I studied BSC physical education at Stellenbosch University until I was involved
in a serious car accident, where I injured my right wrist and I was not able to
continue with gymnastics.
I worked in marketing, managing and owning a garage then I went into the property
industry until I retired seven years ago. I married Cynthia Silverman in 1963 and we
were together for 54 years.

Jock Schneider ( 1956).

I now play golf three times a week, read, watch TV and am occupied with my
four children and seven grandchildren. I always enjoy conversing with ex Herzlians
of my era. I am a passionate alumnus, always been promoting Herzlia because of
the wonderful times and experiences I had during my school years.
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NORMAN MARCUS
Head Boy- 1957

I was fortunate to s p end my whole school career from Sub A to
Matric at Herzlia. U p until Std 9, I was at Herzlia Ho p e Street
and was extremely p roud to be in the first Matric class at the
new school in Highlands (this was the second matric class of
Herzlia), where I received the great honer of being the first Head
Boy at the new school in 1957.

"My time spent at Herzlia was indeed ver y special.
The three pillars of my youth were my home, my
school and my youth movement, Habonim. All of them
gave me a strong sense of my Yiddishkeit, traditions,
values and a strong attachment to Zionism and Israel.
They complemented each other perfectly, as Herzlia
inculcated strong Jewish values, Hebrew and the love
for Jewish religion, and of course a very good general
education. In fact, the only time I ever received awards
and prizes during my years at Herzlia, was for Shul
attendance at the Minyan Yoseph for Friday nights,
Saturday mornings and Yomteivim."

My time spent at Herzlia was indeed ver y special. The three pillars of my youth
were my home, my school and my youth movement, Habonim. All of them gave
me a strong sense of my Yiddishkeit, traditions, values and a strong attachment
to Zionism and Israel. They complemented each other perfectly, as Herzlia
inculcated strong Jewish values, Hebrew and the love for Jewish religion, and of
course a very good general education. In fact, the only time I ever received awards
and prizes during my years at Herzlia, was for Shul attendance at the Minyan Yoseph
for Friday nights, Saturday mornings and Yomteivim.
Following Matric in 1958, I attended the Machon Le'modrichoy Chutz Le'oretz
course in Israel for that year. On returning to South Africa, I worked full time
for Habonim in Johannesburg and in Port Elizabeth. I was involved in running the
youth movement in those centres, organizing seminars and mochonot. I was also
instrumental in starting the Hochshoroh near Westonaria in the Transvaal, which
was a farm purchased by the SAZC in preparation for those wanting to make
Aliyah to kibbutz.
After spending time on the farm, I was par t of the first Habonim Gorin to
make Aliyah in the early 1960s. Before leaving for Israel, I married Yvonne
Klompus (Klompie). We settled on Kibbutz Yizre'el, where I was a full
chover kibbutz for most of the 1960s. Two boys, Oded and Yair, were born to my
first marriage and are currently still living in Israel. I served in the IDF during the
6-Day War in the Engineering Corp. W hile in Israel, I with the help of others,
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was instrumental in restarting cricket in Israel. Eventually after the Israeli league
had established itself, a visiting team from England, captained by the late
Ken Barrington, toured Israel, and I was fortunate to be picked as an Israeli full
cricket international player for the two test matches. Both games were played at
the Jerusalem University's Sports Ground and we were well beaten in both tests.
During the latter years of the 1960s, I developed an intense desire to study
medicine. Unfortunately there was only one medical school in Israel in Jerusalem
and because of my age and not being a sabra, I was not accepted. I made a very
difficult decision to return to Cape Town in order to study medicine at UCT
Unfortunately the kibbutz did not support me and I was forced to give up my
membership of the kibbutz and leave. In Cape Town, I was not accepted into
the medical school because I was a mature student (I was almost 30), but enrolled
in the BSc Department where the subjects were the same as first year medical
school. I managed to transfer to the medical faculty for the second year; having
achieved enough academically in the final exams to transfer. I eventually qualified
with Honours in 1974.
I married Cynthia Galansky after qualification in December 1974 (my first wife
and two boys returned to Kibbutz Yizre'el during my first year of studies).
After my housemanship in 1975 I worked for a year in Victoria West to improve
my Afrikaans and then joined a Jewish practice in Goodwood where I worked as
a family physician for about 40 years (Drs Ehrlich, Segal, Muller and Marcus, I 00
Voortrekker Road, Goodwood). During these 40 years I realized my dream of
serving others in the medical field and received a great amount of fulfilment
and satisfaction for this achievement. I was also made an honorary member of
The South African Medical Association during these years.

Norman Marcus (1957) -Walking to school.

Once the practice was sold, I worked as a locum in many practices in the Northern
Suburbs and eventually retired at the age of 75. I am currently enjoying my
retirement playing golf a few times a week and avidly catching up with reading
that I missed while practicing medicine. I have been married for almost 46 years
to Cynthia and we have a daughter; Lior ( 1993), living in Jerusalem and a
daughter; Talia ( 1997) who is living in Cape Town. Both attended Herzlia throughout
their school careers.
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VINCENT MASTER
Head Boy - 1959

"Herzlia meant different things to different people,
but it was far from just a banal watering hole on
the way to the future. You see, we are still talking
about it 61 years later. "

I studied an MA at UCT and worked as a Junior Lecturer in
Comparative African Government and Law. This was followed
by I I years in Israel: I served in the army, studied a PhD at the
Hebrew University, started and directed a Community Centre
(Matnas) in Jerusalem. This was followed by a job as National
Consultant for Project Renewal in the USA, and then a long stint
as President of an industrial machinery company in New York
for 21 years.
For the last I O years, I have been teaching Global History to Yeshiva students in New
Jersey. I'm currently sitting out the COVID-19 pandemic at home in New Jersey (one
son, the doctor, has been on the front lines with COVID-19 patients in New York
City hospitals) with my wife, planting trees, and waiting to get back to teaching,
swimming and hiking, and spending time with our children and grandchildren in New
York and New Jersey.
So, with the distance of time and space from the kraal, I still think of Herzlia as a
strong positive force in a world of less than perfect institutions. Even peering
behind the blanket of nostalgia - most of our time at the school was in Hope Street,
with Latin in the science lab, Algebra in the kindergarten classroom, no playing
field - it was a vibrant place by any standard. We were fortunate to have great
classmates and devoted teachers.
Of course, Herzlia meant different things to different people, but it was far from just
a banal watering hole on the way to the future.You see, we are still talking about it
61 years later. And it is gratifying to see how these pioneering days of our class of
1959 and of those before us have been followed by a flourishing school.

Vincent Master ( 19 5 9).
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LORETTA (FALK) HELMAN
Head Girl - 1960

After graduating from Herzlia School in 1960, I completed a
double degree at UCT launching my career as a social worker.
Upon graduation, I spent a year working in Jerusalem and then
worked briefly in Cape Town, before getting married and having
my first child. As was customar y at the time, my family took
precedence and my career was put on hold with the exception
of involvement with volunteer work. In 1974, my family which
then included three little boys, moved to Toronto where we have
now lived for 46 years. M y parents upon their retirement, moved
from Cape Town to join us in Toronto in 1978 and enjoyed the
remainder of their lives in close contact.
T he choice turned out to be extremely for tuitous, affording us many wonderful
opportunities and experiences. My three sons are now middle aged, with their
own families and have provided me with seven grandchildren ranging in age from
I 1-23 years.We feel lucky to be in the same city, as so many offspring have moved
to other parts of the world.
I obtained my Masters in Adult Education and Counselling from the University of
Toronto in 1985 and have enjoyed work as a Career Counsellor/Career Management
Consultant, creating services and delivering them, as I still do.

Loretta (Falk) Helman ( 1960).

Adjusting to a new countr y has its challenges, which I worked hard at, for my
family in general, and for my children in particular: I immediately involved myself in
local volunteer organizations, and in particular with the newly formed South African
Jewish Association in Canada which at the time, provided resources for people
considering a move to Canada and those that had already done so. I was involved
in the movement to free Jews from the Soviet Union, enabling them to eventually
leave and immigrate to Israel as well as other countries.
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Being very connected to Israel, I created an adult volunteer programme teaching
conversational English to predominantly Russian immigrants during the I 990's.
The programme, affiliated to The Israeli Forum, was known as Yad BeYad. Over 3 000
0/im benefitted from the programme over eight years and 350 North American
volunteers were trained to deliver the programme and spent two or four weeks
in these programmes across Israel (hosted additionally by local municipalities).
This evolved into one of my most significant and rewarding experiences.
Later, I also had the good fortune, to have spent nine years living half the year in
Israel and half the year in Toronto. I maintain relationships with people from all
stages of my life, who reside all over the world. Modern technology has removed
the barriers of distance, and like many feel fortunate to be connected to others,
especially now during the COVID-19 pandemic.

oeo

#HERZLIASO

Email your story with the #MyStory in the subject
line to azar@herzlia.com if you would like us
to consider publishing it as part of the #MyStory
series in Herzlia Headlines.

My interests have always included arts and crafts and over the years I have been a
successful potter, and now paint in my spare time. My leadership skills, which first
emerged at Herzlia, have been honed time and time again, both with volunteer
experiences, paid work, and in general. I've long believed that my Herzlia
schooling, together with my involvement in Habonim shaped my identity in
general, and as a Jew.
I continue to volunteer in grassroots organizations, partake in exotic travel
trips with friends and work par t time from my home, remotely. Making a
difference in people's lives fuels my energy as it has done all these years.
I wish Herzlia Schools continued success in shaping students' lives in such an
extraordinary manner.

"My leadership skills, which first emerged at
Herzlia, have been honed time and time again,
both with volunteer experiences, paid work,
and in general."
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BASIL HERRING

Head Boy- 1965

When leaving Herzlia and Cape Town at the end of 1965, I could
never have imagined what would lie ahead over the ensuing
55 years, personally and professionally. As I look back, I am filled
with memories and a sense of profound nostalgia and gratitude
for all that the years at Herzlia, its administration, faculty, and
fellow students, enabled and prepared me for!
Following graduation, on a professional level, there were two years of study at
Yeshivat Kerem BeYavneh, then five years atYeshiva University in New York to get a
BA, MA, and Rabbinic Ordination. This was followed by several rabbinic, campus
chaplaincy, and university teaching positions in Manhattan and Kingston NY, while
completing a PhD in Medieval Jewish PhilosophyThereafter came several congregational
appointments (in Ottawa Canada, and Atlantic Beach in suburban New York City,)
accompanied by teaching at Stern College for Women, and heading up the Orthodox
Caucus, while playing a corporate role in Slim Fast Foods, our family business at the
time. Finally, I served as the Chief Executive Officer of the Rabbinical Council of
America, with its I 000 plus Orthodox rabbinic members across the Jewish world.
Throughout those years I authored numerous books, articles, and online biog posts
in the fields of medieval studies, Jewish law and history, best rabbinic practices,
and current affairs.This culminated with my being appointed Editor in Chief of the
recently published RCA Daily Prayer Book.
Much more important, however, is the personal side of the coin. Sherri and I have
been blessed with four children and (to date) 18 of the cutest, smartest, and most
beautiful grandchildren anyone could ask for, some of whom live near us in suburban
Woodmere NY, while others are in Jerusalem and in Florida. Right now, we are
preparing to spend our winter with family and friends in our new condo in warm
Bal Harbour, in Miami Beach.

Sherri and Basil Herring ( 1965).

For all of this, we thank God every day - but also feel profoundly indebted to the
Herzlia family, most particularly Mr Meyer Katz obm, for all they did for this kid
from Port Elizabeth, who came to Cape Town starting in Std 7, and was never the
same again. Kol Hakavod to Herzlia!
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LEGACIES
CHANGE LIVES
FOREVER
THE HERZLIA
�• FOUNDATION TRUST
SECURING JEWISH EDUCATION
Leaving a donation to The Herzlia Foundation Trust in your Will, however great or small, has the
power to change the life of a Jewish child. Simply by filling out a one page codicil, you can make
a huge impact and help change the course of a Jewish child's life. For more information contact

Amanda Zar on +27 21 286 3472 or email azar@herzlia.com

The Herzlia Foundation Trust's vision is to future-proof UNITED HERZLIA SCHOOLS by building the Endowment Fund
to ensure that no Jewish child is denied a Jewish education for genuine financial reasons; and that HERZLIA remains
an affordable Jewish community school providing educational excellence with world-class facilities.

WILLS AND BEQUESTS

COLIN GEFT

Head Boy- 1966

I had the privilege and merit of serving as Herzlia's Head Boy in
1966 together with Felicia Levin as Head Girl. It served as a
crowning achievement for me having spent my entire memorable
school career at Herzlia.
I entered the army in 1967 and then began my medical training in 1968. I studied
Paediatrics in Johannesburg and completed my Paediatric training in Toronto,
Canada after emigrating from South Africa in 1977. I have practised as a
paediatrician for the last 40 years.
My family includes a wonderful wife, three children and 12 grandchildren. I am very
involved in the Toronto Jewish Community as well as involving myself with intense
Jewish Studies.
My memories of Herzlia are filled with admiration for my teachers whom I respected
greatly. I truly believe that Herzlia provided me with a good basic education and
equipped me with solid study skills which enabled me and so many others to be
successful in our chosen life career.

"I truly believe that Herzlia provided me with a
good basic education and equipped me with solid
study skills which enabled me and so many others
to be successful in our chosen life career:'
Colin Ge� ( 1966).
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MARION (GLASER)
RICHARDSON
Head Girl - 1967

I live today in Mevaseret, just outside of Jerusalem, and have
only recently retired after 25 years of running my own company
and more recently mana ging scientific research funds at
Hadassah University Hospital. David and I have three children
and I O grandkids, our oldest soon to start her IDF army service.
Writing this to you today and looking back from where I am 53 years later, the
whole 'Head Girl/Boy' phenomenon is so far removed from our way of life in Israel
that in fact it almost looks 'quaint'. This is an opportunity to wish Herzlia another
80 years of successful and meaningful Jewish education.

"The whole 'Head Girl/Boy' phenomenon is so far
removed from our way of life in Israel that in fact
it almost looks 'quaint'. This is an opportunity to
wish Herzlia another 80 years of successful and
meaningful Jewish education."

Marion (Glaser) Richardson ( 196 7).
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ASHLEY TOBIAS
Head Boy - 1970

Early morning, cycling along the Tel Aviv beachfront, gazing at
the shoals of surfers rising and dipping with the swell, carries me
back in memory to the years of my youth walking the Sea Point
beachfront watching the Cape rollers crashing onto the rocks
around the Sea Point pavilion, and the scorching summer days
body-surfing around Cherry Rock on Clifton's Third Beach.
It has been 50 years since making aliyah a month after matriculating from Herzlia
in December 1970. A full 50 years. Milking cows in the dairy of KibbutzY israel.
Army service. Performing as Pulchinello in a Jerusalem Commedia Dell'Arte
troupe. Yoga, Cycling. Studying at the Jerusalem Hebrew University, and graduating
with a PhD at Tel Aviv University- began as an English Literature major but soon
shifted to Theatre studies. Thrillingly creative career in Theatre-in-Education: Theatre
director, actor-trainer, theatre-teacher trainer, lecturer: Many years teaching at the
Jerusalem Hebrew University, DavidYellin Academic College of Education, Seminar
HaKibbutzim Academic College, Kerem Institute of Education, Jerusalem
Cinematheque, and head of theatre studies at several High Schools in Jerusalem.
I married Leah in the mid 70's. We have four kids (now adults) and currently six
grandkids (still counting). I recently, retired and left Jerusalem after over 40 years.
Now, Leah and I reside in Givatayim in our delightful rooftop apartment, where we
enjoy the evening breeze while waiting for COVID-19 to play itself out.
The shift in cycling routes from the Jerusalem hills to the Tel-Aviv beachfront is, in
many ways, the closing of a circle taking me back to Cape Town and so many early
memories- including Herzlia.

Ashley Tobias ( 1970) Cycling Salzburg Lake District, Austria 20 I 0.
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ROCHELLE (MILUN)
UMANSKY
Head Girl - 1970

I was Head Girl and matriculated from Herzlia in 1970. Since
then, I have lived and worked in three countries (South Africa,
New Zealand and Australia), and com pleted studies at two
universities, University of Cape Town (BA Sec Teach. Dip) and
Swinburne University of Technology (Grad Dip in Applied
Psychology and Grad Dip in Sec Sc (FamilyT herapy)). I have had
two very fulfilling careers, first as a high school teacher (in SA,
NZ and Oz) and then as a psychologist.
I live in Melbourne, Australia with my husband and we have a daughter and
beautiful granddaughter. Nowadays I offer workshops and consultations on how to
navigate the transition to retirement. I also mentor at The Asylum Seekers Resource
Centre and enjoy beach walks, and Pilates.
I remember my school days with great warmth. I feel sure that my Herzlia experience
has contributed to my strong sense of Jewish identity and values, including my continuing
love of teaching and learning.

"I feel sure that my Herzlia experience has
contributed to my strong sense of Jewish identity
and values, including my continuing love of
teaching and learning:'
Rochelle (Milun) Umansky ( 1970) with daughter; Arielle and granddaughter; My/a Rose.
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DESMOND KAPLAN
Head Boy - 1975

M y Herzlia education, steeped as it was in Jewish culture and
values and its outstanding education in the humanities, had a
profound effect on me. This was apart from its extensive range
of extra mural activities and sports that I loved. Above all, it
strengthened my social awareness and the belief in both Im Tirzu
and Tikkun O/am.
Following matriculation I studied medicine at UCT and then after many years in
Habonim, made aliyah in 1983. In Israel I completed my housemanship at Shaarei
Tzedek Hospital in Jerusalem. In the years following this I was a member of
Kibbutz Tuval in the GaliI, completed a BA in acting and directing at the University
ofTel Aviv, served as a doctor in the Israeli Air Force and completed a residency
in Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at Geha Hospital in Petach Tikvah.

"Herzlia moulded me and I am deeply grateful.
Now on its 80th birthday I feel a need to give
back to the Herzlia I love!"

Following this I left for Baltimore to complete a fellowship in Developmental
Disabilities at the Kennedy Krieger Institute at Johns Hopkins. In 2002 I founded and
directed a multidisciplinary inpatient clinical and research programme for children
and adolescents with Autism and Developmental Disabilities and directed the
Telepsychiatry programme both at Sheppard Pratt Hospital in Baltimore.
Currently I am a psychiatrist and neuropsychiatrist and serve as Medical Director of
TEAM - a Baltimore Inner City mental health programme. I am also an Assistant
Professor (par t time) at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and part
time Clinical Assistant Professor at the University of Maryland. I live in Baltimore
with my life partner Jill Seidman who is senior legal counsel for a hedge fund that
invests in medical innovation. I have a son Dean, born in Jerusalem who is a
research analyst at the Centre for Education Policy Research at Harvard and a
recently married daughter Shir; born in Kfar Saba, who has just completed an
MPH in epidemiology at George Washington University, and will start medical
school next year.
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Since matriculating I carry within me the world class education and values
imparted by Herzlia's wonderful teachers. For example it encouraged me to be a
lifelong learner: It also motivated me to ally with a number of causes. I have
been closely involved with lkamva Lebantu in Cape Town and more recently the
Gaza Mental Health Foundation. I also initiated SAUSA, a South African-USA mental
health collaboration, and a Weinberg Foundation sponsored psychiatric exchange
programme between Sheppard Pratt in Baltimore and Geha Hospital in Israel.
Jill and I have sponsored and mentored Oriko, a Kenyan medical student who
plans on becoming a neurosurgeon. Finally seven years ago, I co-founded Galilee
Dreamers, which works towards shared society between Israeli Jews and Arabs
in the Galilee. Last year, working with the wonderful Geoff Cohen a 13 person
contingent of the Galilee Dreamers visited Herzlia, graciously hosted by its families.
The vitality and quality of the Herzlia educational system amazed the Israeli
students (I wasn't at all surprised and loved being back). A second contingent
was set to leave for Herzlia just before the COVID-19 pandemic struck - after
last year's glowing feedback they are waiting expectantly to come. Herzlia moulded
me and I am deeply grateful. Now on its 80th birthday I feel a need to give back
to the Herzlia I love!

"Since matriculating I carry within me the world
class education and values imparted by Herzlia's
wonderful teachers. For example it encouraged
me to be a lifelong learner..."

Desmond Kaplan (I 975).
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NADINE BUKMUZ &
JEFFREY BRUSS
Head Students - 1976

Jeff and I both went to UCT Medical School after matriculating
in 1976. He is now a Cardiologist in Orange County in the United
States, where he lives with his wife Sandy. They have three sons,
Jared, David and Zach. I am a Family Doctor in Toronto.
The class of 1976 have remained ver y connected despite being scattered
around the world. Before the COVID-19 pandemic closed the world down, we
would get together; visit and travel the world for simchas or just to have some fun.
We are so grateful for the education we received at Herzlia , for the role the
school played in forming our lives and for the long lasting friendships we made
and continue to cherish.

"We are so grateful for the education we received
at Herzlia , for the role the school played in forming
our lives and for the long lasting friendships we
made and continue to cherish:'
Nadine Bukmuz and Jeffrey Bruss ( I 9 7 6).
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COLIN MOVSOWITZ
Head Boy - 1979

I graduated in 1979 and went straight to UCT medical school.
I immigrated to Philadelphia, USA in 1988 to work in an endocrine
research lab run by a UCT alumnus. In Philadelphia, I found a
vibrant and supportive community of other Jewish ex-SA doctors
in training. We spent many Shabbat dinners trying to convince
ourselves that we had made the right decision to leave South
Africa. Sadly, most left Philadelphia seeking warmer weather and
greener pastures in the States.
I married a Philadelphian and remained in the area.We have two daughters who have
both finished college. I specialised in Cardiac Electrophysiology and work in a large
private cardiology practice with my brother Herman who was Head Boy in 1984.
I cherish my memories of time spent at Herzlia and credit the wonderful Jewish
education I received for setting me on my life path.

"I c herish my memories of time spent at Herzlia
and credit the wonderful Jewish education I received
for setting me on my life path."

Colin Movsowitz ( 1979).
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GADI LEVIN

Head Boy- 1990

M y name is Gadi Levin and I matriculated in 1990. I had intended
to spend a year in Israel in 1991 but Saddam Hussain had other
plans. By the time Desert Storm was over, I was well into student
life at UCT so I continued with my BCom, majoring in Accounting
and Information Systems. During my three-year articles, I completed
the South Africa Institute of Chartered Accountants exams and
was admitted as a CA (SA) in early 1998.
During my university years, I met my wife to be, Phillipa Rick (Westerford 1990).
We were married in Cape Town in 1996.

"The Herzlia connection is a major part of my
life. I still have ver y close friends that I
connect with through whatsapp in Israel and
abroad and many fond memories that form a
basis for whom I am today:'

After completing my articles, I seconded to Arthur Andersen in London, joining
many of my friends, including several of my fellow Herzlia matriculants who were
also enjoying the two-year work visa arrangement that was available to South
Africans at the time.
However; the ultimate plan, from my time at Herzlia was to make Aliya; and
London was always intended as a pit stop before my final destination. Herzlia
and Bnei Akiva had taught me the importance of 'Kibbutz Galuyot' (the ingathering
of the nation), and in July 1999 I finally achieved this dream.
I was fortunate to be able to continue to work for Arthur Andersen - this time in
Israel. However; when auditors started shredding papers in the Houston office of
Arthur Andersen, my second dream of being a partner at Arthur Andersen was
shredded as well. T he Israeli firm merged with Ernst Young, and this was a sign for
me to quit the world of financial auditing.
Over the last 15 years I have held various financial positions in start-ups, hedge
funds, private equity funds, real estate funds, and public companies. In 2005, I
completed an MBA at Bar llan University. I now provide fractional (part time) CFO
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services to public companies listed primarily in the US and Canada, and also in London.
The companies range from oil and gas exploration to bio tech.
On the personal side, my wife and I arrived in Israel in 1999, with no children (yet).
We initially settled in Ra'anana and quickly started a family. In 2006 we joined a
'garin' (group) of lsraelies and Anglo's, and purchase a plot of land on Moshav Azriel,
20 minutes from Ra'anana, and built a house where we currently live with our four
children - two boys and then two girls. Our oldest is 20 years old, and he is in his
third year of yeshiva, pre-army. Our second oldest is 18 years old and in his first
year of yeshiva, pre army. Our third is 14 years old and she is in high-school and our
fourth is 12 years old, in primary school. We are very lucky to have lots of close
family living in Israel, including parents and siblings.
At school, I played basketball and hockey, and had a short stint in the rugby team
in Matric. I continued to play basketball at UCT and at club level whilst living in
CapeTown. In Israel, I took up mountain biking for many years, and completed
a few five-day charity rides for the Alyn's Children Hospital in Jerusalem. In the last
few years, I starting road running and have completed four full marathons.
Comrades is a not too distant dream.
I am fortunate to have close to 20 Herzlia matriculants from our year alone,
who also live here. Despite busy schedules, we try to meet as often as possible,
usually on Yorn Ha'atzmaut and election days (so recently it's been quite
often). In between meetings we are in regular contract on Whatsapp, sharing
common memories and news about Cape Town.
The Herzlia connection is a major part of my life. I still have very close friends
that I connect with through WhatsApp in Israel and abroad and many fond
memories that form a basis for whom I am today.

Gadi Levin ( 1990) and family.
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SUKI GOODMAN
Head Girl - 1990

Herzlia and I fitted like a comfy glove. Rather than celebrate the
beginning of holiday time, I cried at the end of each school year.
My school days were containers of all that is good in childhood,
fabulous friends, and teacher-guides, limitless opportunities to
learn and play. Being voted Head Girl 1990 was a massive affirmation
by my peers and one that has soaked deep into my sense of self.
I exited Herzlia strong, having been expertly held.
The subsequent decades involved real life and learning, travel and adventure,
growing up, growing pains, falling in and out of love, investigation and experimentation.
Herzlia sowed the curiosity seed and nurtured an eternally enquiring mind.
After school I trained as an Industrial and Organisational Psychologist at UCT
and was offered a teaching position in the Faculty of Commerce, School of
Management Studies, where I attained a series of higher degrees graduating with
my PhD in 2008. In 2020 I was promoted to full Professor, a rewarding way to round
off 30 years post matric.
My greatest achievements are my two beyond beautiful children, Amy - an
incredible lightness of being and Ruben - a true force of nature, and my forever
relationship with their truly beautiful father:
Our kids are now in the Herzlia system which of course is a fundamentally different
system from what I remember: But in very deliberate ways also retains some of
that ancient magic, the privilege of belonging in a community that cares, child
focused in abundance, a deep love of scholarship and a real appreciation of the
power of knowledge in support of conscious action.

Suki Goodmon ( 1990).

On your 80th Birthday, yishor kochocho (more power to you)!
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LOREN (SACKS) GOLDSTEIN
Head Girl - 1992

"Fly your family flag high, know who you are, we
are Jews. Know what you and your family stand for.
Let your children hold their flags with pride.
Herzlia will always be close to my heart and I always
derive great nachas and pleasure from hearing all
the positive stories about Herzlians."

28 years ago in 1992, I was elected Head Girl together with Head Boy
David Rabinowitz and vices Adam Greenblatt and Samantha Perch, to
lead our Matric class of '92 under the guidance of Solly Kaplinski and
Marlene Silbert. A lot has happened and changed in 28 years, but the
memories of Herzlia, our friends, classmates, teachers, big walks, big
cleans, Matric dances, school plays remain a vivid, happy, inspiring memory
for me. It was a great honor and I am very grateful for the opportunity
to have been part of the leadership in the school.
Together with my parents and family, Herzlia was my upbringing and there were no limits.
One could strive to be whoever one wanted. One could nurture any talent, and one felt held
and supported.You just needed to show up and it was there for the taking.
I finished school and studied in yeshiva in Israel for a year on the Bnei Akiva MTA programme.
I loved Israel and my year there and always wanted to return to live there one day. I then
returned to Cape Town and studied a BSc in Logapedics at UCT (speech and hearing therapy).
In 1998 after graduating, I moved to Johannesburg to join a Master's Programme at
Wits University. I met my husband, Colin Goldstein from Pretoria and we were married in
2000. We have four children - Akiva who is 19, Noa is 16, Keren is 14 and Maya is I 0.
For the last 20 years, I have been working as a speech therapist and maintaining my role as
'Head Girl' of our family!
After 22 years in Johannesburg, I was finally able to lead my family to Israel and we
made Aliyah in December 2019. "Im Tirtzu, Ein Zu agadah - If you will it, It is not a dream."
You are never too old to fulfilI your dreams!

Loren (1992), Colin, Akiva, Noa, Keren and Maya Goldstein.

My son is studying in yeshiva and my three daughters are in school. Despite emigrating
into a challenging COVID-19 year, we have all settled well and my children are
really enjoying living in Israel. South Africa will always be home and we miss our family
and friends.
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LIAT RABINOWITZ
Head Girl - 1996

It's hard to believe it's been 24 years since I matriculated.
And this past August is 18 years since I moved to New
York City for graduate school. I knew moving to NYC
would be an exciting adventure and it has fully lived up to
that expectation. I feel ver y fortunate to live in such an
exciting and diverse city and for all the opportunities and
experiences I have had. The city definitely has a way of
drawing one in.
I received my Masters in Speech Language Pathology at Columbia University.
I have specialised in neurorehabilitation, working with adults with impairments
in communication, cognition and/or swallowing after acquired brain injuries.
It's been a very fulfilling, challenging and rewarding professional journey and
I currently am the Programme Manager of Speech Language Pathology at
NYU Langone Health - Rusk Rehabilitation. I am also an Adjunct Instructor
at New York University, teaching in the graduate program of Communication
Sciences and Disorders.
In 20 17 I became a single morn by choice and welcomed a son, Elijah, who
is a total joy and ray of sunshine in my life. And who keeps me super busy!
Herzlia's infiuence on me as a person, professional and now parent is hard
to articulate. Herzlia provided me with so many valuable lessons, experiences
and enduring friendships. To this day, despite the distance, so many of my
closest friends are the ones I made on the school playground at Herzlia.
Happy Birthday Herzlia!
Liat Rabinowitz and Samuel Choritz - Head Students 1996.
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AMANDA (KRAWITZ)
HERSON
"Regardless of where we end up, my kids will also
always be Herzlian as the values and menschlichkeit
that Herzlia has instilled will be with them wherever
they are in the world. Happy Birthday and thank
you for being the glue between generations and in
our beautiful Cape Town Jewish community."

Head Girl - 1998

The Herzlia song must be one of the most beautiful and profound
school songs. As I taught the original version to my sons, I reflected on
how Herzlia had taught me so much more than academics. In a year of
a pandemic, Herzlia instilled in me a resilience to "meet with sorrow and
meet with joy on a road that turns and winds". Wherever life has taken
me, I will never be an 'ex-Herzlian' - I am always a Herzlian.
After Matric I moved to Philadelphia to attend the Whar ton School, earning a degree in
economics and then spent a few years at the Boston Consulting Group, crunching numbers
and crafting strategy presentations for clients like Pepsi. With retail pulsing through my veins, I
joined Limited Brands, where I launched new products for Bath and Body Works before being
charged with helping to grow the Victoria's Secret body care line of products.
I was for tunate to attend Har vard Business School where I met Staples founder Tom
Sternberg and worked alongside him as a venture capitalist. I met my South African husband
Marc (Carmel, Pretoria) in NYC and in 20 I O we decided to embrace our South African
roots and return home. I was recruited back to join the family business, Cape Union Mar t,
where I was involved in rolling out Poetry, Old Khaki, Keedo and the ecommerce presence
for all our brands. My proudest achievement since returning to Cape Town are my three
children - twins, Noah and Levi (8) and Ella (5). My husband Marc and I love time with our
kids in the mountains, on the beach and enjoying this beautiful country.

Amanda (Krawitz) Herson and Andrew Stein - Head Students 1998.

We have recently decided to return to New York City for a family adventure as I return to
work in Venture Capital, investing in inspiring entrepreneurs. One of the toughest par ts of
this move, is that our children will be leaving the Herzlia system where we are watching them
thrive and grow. Regardless of where we end up, my kids will also always be Herzlian as
the values and menschlichkeit that Herzlia has instilled will be with them wherever they are
in the world. Happy Birthday and thank you for being the glue between generations and in
our beautiful Cape Town Jewish community.
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BRANDON SROT
Head Boy - 1999

Life has certainly been a colourful adventure "on the road
that turns and winds" since graduating from Herzlia in 1999.
Since then, I spent three years living in Israel and almost 19 years
in Sydney, Australia, where I am currently based. Nowadays, I run
a global practice in psychotherapy, facilitation and leadership
development; meaningful avenues through which I get to live
my purpose and passion, each day, of developing human potential
and connection.
Inspired and transformed by the richness of my Jewish education at Herzlia, the
majority of my career has been dedicated to serving the Jewish world; from a career
in informal Jewish education that started in South Africa and that blossomed in
Australia and Israel, to serving in senior leadership roles for a variety of Jewish for
purpose organisations for over 15 years to now, as a leadership consultant and
facilitator for transformational leadership and innovation experiences. I have been
intimately involved in Jewish-LGBTQ community organising and in fostering greater
inclusion and diversity in the communities I cherish.
Ever since joining the Community Action Group in Middle School, volunteering has
been a core principle and value of my life and I have always ensured that I am
volunteering and giving back to society in one way or another. I am proudly to
serve as a Senior Schusterman Fellow, a faculty member of the Masa Leadership
and Impact Centre and the Chief Facilitation Officer of LaunchPad. Outside of
work, I am avid BodyStepper, I have a myriad of food allergies and I am engaged
to my American partner, Ian. Returning to Cape Town for my 20-year school
reunion was one of the happiest moments of my life; an opportunity to reconnect
with the people and places that all gave me so much purpose in my life.
Brandon Srot ( 1999).

As a proud Herzlian, I wish you all mazaltov on this special occasion of your
80th Birthday celebrations!
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ARIELLA (RAUCHER) FRENKEL
Head Girl - 1999

"20 years on and I'm grateful for the lifelong
friendships and the raucous laughter in our
History class.And then there were the extra
curricular lessons learned. How to navigate the
complex social dynamics and politics. How to
trade the currency of emotional intelligence to
manage bullies. And also, our fragile and
developing teenage egos."

Where do I begin? It's been 20 years since high school and I'm reminded of
Dame Shirley Bassey belting out those catchy words. It feels like a lifetime ago.
After graduating from the Red & Yellow Creative School of Business, I headed
into advertising. I wrote the copy for print, radio, and TV ads, from big alcohol
brands to pizza chains, with plenty all-nighters.
I also DJ'd throughout my 20s. I hosted a weekly radio show on MuthaFM and played clubs and
industry events plus many, many weddings. Almost I O years ago, I moved to London to join my family.
There I headed up marketing for the colourful Putumayo world music record label. I then relocated to
their European HQ in Amsterdam to manage our digital music launch. And, natuurlik, to fiex my
Afrikaans woordeskat. Next, I led the business development, strategic partnerships and advertising for
Berklee Online, part of Berklee College of Music. It's the world's largest online music school. I was
based out of their Master's programme campus in Valencia, Spain. But it felt more siesta, less fiesta.
So, I worked out of bustling Barcelona.
It was time for a fast-paced star t up. On to Berlin as director of marketing for Skoove, a piano
training app. The cultural and tech scenes were electric; the winds, though, icy and arctic! So, I did
what any self-respecting wandering Jew would: I moved to scorching Tel Aviv. Now I have a family,
my wonderful husband, Gil (a talented musician and data scientist) and our two-year-old son. Life here
is a vibrant shuk slathered in humus - with lots of gesticulating hands! Here I built the online learning
platform for Hollywood's renowned Musicians Institute. I've also pursued my passion for helping
people and finding solutions. I graduated as Israel's first Functional Medicine Certified Health Coach
(FMCHC). Then, during maternity leave, I became a National Board-Cer tified Health & Wellness
Coach (NBC-HWC).

Ariel/a (Rauche0 Frenkel ( I 999).

Health coaching is an exciting field. I'm building my practice together with my medical doctor colleague.
Using science-based tools, I help clients with ADHD, mental health, and autoimmune conditions.
20 years on and I'm grateful for the lifelong friendships and the raucous laughter in our History class.
And then there were the extra-curricular lessons learned. How to navigate the complex social
dynamics and politics. How to trade the currency of emotional intelligence to manage bullies. And also,
our fragile and developing teenage egos. These experiences proved uncomfortable and invaluable.
In our high school English class, we covered Rober t Frost's iconic poem, The Road Not Taken.
And, truthfully, I have taken the road less travelled by and that has made all the difference.
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CANDICE SHER-LOCKETZ
Head Girl - 2002

After matriculating in 2002 , I enrolled in an MBCHB at the
UCT Medical School. Thereafter I decided to specialise in
Anatomical Pathology. I received my specialist qualification in
2016.1 currently work as a Histopatologist and Cytopathologist
at Pathcare. I also lecture at the University of Stellenbosch,
Medical School.
I am married to my best friend, Michael Locketz who happens to al so be a
Histopathologist and Cytopathologist and is a Professor at Groote Schuur hospital.
We have two children. Our daughter Gabriella is 9 years old and attends Herzlia
Highlands and our son, Rafael will start Gan Aviv soon.

Candice Sher-Locketz (2002).
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ARIELLA BARNETT
"My years spent at Herzlia played a big part in inspiring
me to follow my passions post-school, and I am
gr ateful for the vast opportunities provided, the
exposure to diverse subjects I received , and for the
constant encouragement and guidance."

Head Student - 2013/ 14

The inv aluable life lessons, v alues and incredible foundation I
gained in my years at Herzlia have no doubt played a role in my
life since matriculating in 2014.
After returning from my gap year, the Habonim Dror Shnat programme in
Israel, I began my studies at UCT. There I completed my BSc in Genetics and
Biochemistry, and in 2019, my BSc Med Honours in Exercise Science. While
Science was likely the route foreseen for me by my teachers, throughout my
studies I have also followed my passion for musical theatre and performance,
studying acting part time and performing in a number of amateur productions
in Cape Town.
Currently, I am working as an actress and completing my musical theatre studies
at the Luitingh Alexander Musical Theatre Academy (L AMTA). It is my future plan
to continue pursuing a professional career in performance, and to later combine
my two fields, to work as an exercise scientist, within the stage performance
industry to optimise performance output, increase longevity of careers, and to
prevent and manage injury.
My years spent at Herzlia played a big part in inspiring me to follow my passions
post-school, and I am grateful for the vast opportunities provided, the exposure to
diverse subjects I received, and for the constant encouragement and guidance.

Ariel/a Barnett (2013/ 14)
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MICHAEL COHEN
Head STUDENT - 2015
I am a proud Herzlia Alumnus, having matriculated in the Class
of 2015. After school I studied at UCT towards a Business Science
degree majoring in Actuarial Science.

I worked for the CSO for the duration of my degree and was a member of Chabad
on Campus. My passion for sport continued after school and I kept fit playing club
cricket, running, and playing golf
I graduated from UCT at the end of 2019 and am now based in Johannesburg
where I work for Discovery Health and am currently studying for my board exams.
Since lockdown, I have been back in Cape Town working from home. A silver lining
of the COVID-19 period has been the opportunity to see my family and friends
again as well as to take full advantage of the beauty of Cape Town, its mountains and
oceans, with renewed appreciation.

Michael Cohen (20 15).

The values that Herzlia instils: of collaboration, community. curiosity and taking initiative
have prepared me well so far in the workplace. These values together with the
friendships I formed and the excellent teaching, make me feel very grateful to have
attended Herzlia.
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"2020 has certainly not turned out exactly as I had
imagined, but Herzlia instills in you the belief that you
can achieve anything, against all odds - Im Tirtzu!"

ZAC BAGRAIM
Head Student - 2019

After Matric last year I joined my family for my brother's
Barmitzvah celebrations in Cape Town, Jerusalem, and Rome
before registering for a Business Science in Economics at UCT,
which soon became a Business Science in Lockdown, where I
remain tr ying to stay safe and sane.
2020 has certainly not turned out exactly as I had imagined, but Herzlia instills in
you the belief that you can achieve anything, against all odds - Im Tirtzu!
Wishing Herzlia a very Happy Birthday and all the best for the future.

Zoe Bagraim (2019).
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#MyStory

Three Generations at Herzlia
By lssy Arelisky (left in 1960)

"When my grandchildren started at Herzlia, I could not believe
that I was fortunate enough to see the third generation
following their parents into Herzlia."

I started at Herzlia in Hope Street when Mr Avin was principal
and I remember moving to Highlands and the school only went
as far as Std 6 and each year went up an extra year. Now when
I see the school, it is difficult to believe how it all started.
I was involved at Herzlia Constantia, on the committee with my wife for years.
When Mr Goodacre became the principal, I was Chairman of the school
committee. After the boys went to Middle School, my wife carried on doing
The Book Project for many years. When my grandchildren star ted at Herzlia,
I could not believe that I was fortunate enough to see the third generation following
their parents into Herzlia.
Going back to the old days, I remember riding to school by bike and there was
a special rack for leaving the bike in safety. Where the Middle School is now
standing was a field covered in large boulders. Over the years I have tried to be
at all the functions that take place every year; from Seders to fashion shows and I am
a proud grandparent to see all the generations doing what I did at school.
One last thing that I must mention and it was a highlight for us - a play written by
Jim Goodacre that we performed on stage at the Baxter: That is a memory forever!
In the photo there are three generations of Herzlians From the left is Hylton and
his son Nicholas, then myself (lssy), Noah and his dad Steve and his daughter Zoe
and Hylton's other son, Jordan.

Hylton ( 1989), Nicholas, lssy (le� in 1960), Noah, Steve ( 199 3), Zoe andJordan Arelisky.
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#MyStory
"What amazed me the most was how at 42, I was able to
compete at the highest level and to reach limits that I didn't
think were possible. I can't wait for the next World Cup in
2023. Touch Rugby hasn't only given me a healthy mind and
body but it has also given me the most special and everlasting
friendships. Never give up on your dreams!"

A Dream Come True
By Hayley Landau ( 1995)
All those who remember me from school know that I have always
been ver y active and passionate about sport. After matriculating
in 1995, I studied a Sports Management Diploma and then decided
to change direction and become a high school teacher, teaching
Geography, Social Sciences and Technology.
In December 2003, I married my husband, Alex Landau (left in1990) and in 2007,
my eldest daughter; Ariella, was born. I was lucky enough to work part time and
become a devoted mother to her.
I always knew that the skills that I acquired from teaching were going to help me
immensely. This became evident when I fell pregnant with triplets and when
Adaya, Natan and Yair were born in July 2013, organisation, patience and ingenuity
was very much needed. One could say that the arrival of our little miracles
definitely brightened up our lives and so the Landau clan went from 3 to 6 in quick
time. And so my teaching career; as it was, ended and a new form of teaching began.

I
r
ONDAY APRIL 29 - SATURDAY MAY 4, 2019
TAMAN EKUESTRIAN PUTRAJAYA, MALAYSIA

Hayley Landau ( 1995).

It has always been a dream of mine to play sport at the highest level, so when I
was introduced to touch rugby in 1997 this was my opportunity to excel and to
realise my dream. I have played competitively for almost 25 years representing
various Western Province teams through the years.The highlight of my touch rugby
career was last year when I represented South Africa in the over 27 team at the
Touch Rugby World Cup which was held in Malaysia. For over a year; much hard
work, gruelling training and fitness sessions, a hamstring injury and many sacrifices
were the order of the day. But all that was so worth the feeling of pride and
achievement that I felt at the capping ceremony and singing the national anthem. I
will never forget that overwhelming emotion that I felt as I stood on the side-line of
our first match against France. With tears in my eyes I had done it, my dream of
becoming a Springbok had come true.
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My Loneliness
In so much as to have slept
With my loneliness
It has become my closest friend
My own kind of happiness
It is never far away
No shadow is so close
We never are apart
No matter where I go.
No, I never am alone
With my loneliness.
When in the shadow of my bed
It takes the entire space
The lonely nights that we have spent
Together, face to face
I cannot say just how far
It will go with me
Will I have to decide?
To accept, or set it free?
No, I never am alone
With my loneliness.
And when my feeble life is o'er
Then and there it shall be free
But until then it will remain
A ver y special part of me
And should I prefer the love
Of another courtier
Still we'll never be apart
But forever as we were.

Stanley Rabin ( 1965).

No, I never am alone
With my loneliness.
No, I never am alone
With my loneliness

#MyStory

Solitude - Speaking About Loneliness
By Stanley Rabin ( 1965)
It was during a period of deep reflection that I engaged two
colleagues and friends, a family practitioner and a psychiatrist to
join me in writing a book on loneliness. Loneliness can be viewed
as a subjective and universal phenomenon, ever changing affecting
various areas of our lives.
Everyone experiences, in some time in their lives, periods of loneliness sometimes
due to our reaction to external events such as separation, illness, immigration or
due to deeper existential searching for meaning in our lives. Loneliness is often
looked at as negative and confining, damaging both ones physical and mental
health. However, loneliness can also be seen as challenge, a way of finding
personal meaning in an everchanging world. This may be particularly important in
the present COVID-19 crisis.
In a recent study in the UK, feelings of loneliness significantly increased during
the present global pandemic. Before the lockdown just one in ten people ( I 0%)
reported feeling lonely. However during lockdown, one in four (24%) expressed
feelings of loneliness.
Our book was written before the virus crisis but in hindsight has impor tant
relevance today. We covered many areas including loneliness in the life cycle,
in the workplace and loneliness during illness and old age. We also touched on
the examples of loneliness in various professional groups including medical
professionals (example, doctors, nurses, social workers, and psychotherapists) as
well as feelings of loneliness among judges. A special chapter was devoted to
loneliness in the Bible, specifically, loneliness of prophets such as Elijah, Jeremiah and
Jonah. I should like to end by a touching text written the Egyptian-French Jewish
songwriter and poet, George Moustaki ...
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#MyStory

African Tails

By Yael {Fialkov) Sacks (2000)

"Herzlia taught me to be pro-active, question the status
quo if you feel there is gap, to ask questions, to work
as a team, to follow your heart and most importantly
be a part of the solution."

After matriculating in 2000, I completed an undergraduate BA and
a Postgraduate Degree in Marketing at UCT. From there, I went on
to work in the corporate world, but I always had a strong affinity for
animals, which has been an ongoing theme throughout my life.
So, when the opportunity arose in 2006 to attempt to tackle the prolific pet overpopulation
problem in Western Cape, I could no longer ignore my deep-seated passion to be a voice
for our neglected four legged friends.This would turn out to be the star t of a fascinating
15-year journey encompassing much sweat and tears, and countless ups and downs. I was
always taught to persevere and never give up; without this internal voice the journey would
have ended rather abruptly. Along with fellow 2000 matriculant Janna Joseph we embarked
on this journey which would eventually end in the creation ofAfrican Tails - an NPO which
sterilises and cares for neglected animals in the Cape.
Established in 2006,African Tails has now matured into a pivotal Cape based animal rescue
organisation, having sterilised over 16 000 impoverished dogs and cats, homed over 2000
and treated/fed thousands of hungry tummies. African Tails strives to make a sustainable
long-term impact through mass sterilisation and pet care education in impoverished
communities.There is also a strong focus on educating the urban public about sterilisation
and the positive attributes of a rescued pet. African Tails has a mobile unit which allows
us to transpor t animals safely in larger volumes, as well as responding to calls for help from
pet owners in informal settlements.

Yael (Fialkov) Sacks (2000).

Looking back at the journey I am so grateful for our passionate, dedicated team who work
tirelessly ever y day to make the lives we encounter that much better and to eradicate
suffering in those instances.Almost every day when walking along the Sea Point promenade
I see one of our happily homed pets, and my hear t is warmed instantly. We know we
cannot save every dog and cat, we have learnt this the hard way.Yet every life that has
touched African Tails keeps us going, every tail wag, ever purr; the silent thank you from
these precious creatures often ignored by other passers-by.
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Mama Flo

By Laurie Shone (20 I 0)
As young women we understand first hand the stress and
taboo that comes with having a period. We recall what that
panic feels like to not have a sanitary pad when we needed one
at school or at work. We recall being teenagers and being
uncomfortable to talk about periods amongst our peers and
amongst the boys in our lives. We felt uncomfortable to have
to ask to go to the bathroom and fear of getting up because
there could be blood on the back of our school skorts.
It is a sad reality that what we have experienced does not even come close to the
lived reality of so many women in our country. Every month it is a struggle to
purchase even one pack of sanitary pads. The lack of access to sanitary pads,
female hygiene products, menstrual hygiene education and clean washing facilities
places a huge burden on young girls and women within our broader community.
Many young women have to miss school or work because they have their period
and this is something the four of us felt we needed to change. We believe that
Period Poverty is not spoken about enough and it is not fought against enough.
In order to alleviate period poverty, women's voices need to be heard. It is for this
reason that Mama Flo was founded.

Mama Flo co-founders Melissa Zackon (20 I 0), Isabella Bisogno (20 I 0) Michaela Richmond
(from Durban) and Laurie Shone (20 I 0).

Mama Flo was co-founded by Melissa Zackon (20 I 0), Isabella Bisogno (20 I 0) Michaela
Richmond (from Durban) and myself. Melissa, Isabella and I went through the
entire Herzlia system together; attending Herzlia Highlands from Grade I right up
to matriculating together in 20 I 0. It goes without saying that what was instilled in
us at Herzlia about chessed and tzedakah has played a pivotal role in how we live
our lives and how this initiative came about
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Melissa studied at the University of Stellenbosch graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in
Psychology, Anthropology, and English. Thereafter she went on to pursue her Honours
in Anthropology and in August 2020 completed her Masters of Philosophy in
Environmental Studies.
Isabella studied at FEDISA graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in Fashion where after
she attended UCT and received her Postgraduate Diploma in Entrepreneurship. Today
Isabella successfully runs and co owns her own clothing brand, Rasey and Vittori.
Michaela attended FEDISA and runs her own successful brand called Nude Ritual.
She studied at UCT, graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in Politics and Industrial Sociology.
Thereafter went on to complete her LLB at UCT and was admitted as an attorney of
the High Court in March 2020 after serving two years of articles.

"At Mama Flo we are committed to finding short and
long term sustainable solutions to ending Period Poverty
for women in Site B, Khayelitsha, and Cape Town. Providing
sanitary pads and menstrual hygiene education is our
goal. While sanitary pads come in all shapes, sizes and
prices we know for sure that a newspaper or an old cloth
are not one of them. "

At Mama Flo we are committed to finding short and long term sustainable solutions to
ending Period Poverty for women in Site B, Khayelitsha and Cape Town. Providing
sanitary pads and menstrual hygiene education is our goal. While sanitary pads come
in all shapes, sizes and prices we know for sure that a newspaper or an old cloth are not
one of them. However it is a sad reality that so many young girls and women have no
choice but to resort to these during their periods.
On Youth Day 2020 we were able to provide over 500 women with sanitary pads and a
mask. On Mandela Day 2020 we ran a raffie which enabled us to raise over R I 3 000.
All the proceeds of the raffle were used to purchase roughly 2000 packs of sanitary pads
which we delivered to the community in Site B on Women's Day.
Our most recent initiative was an incredible workshop where we hosted 40 women
and ran discussions surrounding period poverty and menstrual hygiene education.
We were able to listen to first hand stories of the lived realities of these young girls
and women. We also introduced the women to a reusable sanitary pad, as a means to
provide cost effective and sustainable solutions to periods. We left the workshop
feeling even more inspired and committed.
We believe it takes a village to make a difference and we are so grateful for the various
businesses and people who have been par t of our village thus far. We have
big plans in the works for Mama Flo and as a group of four women in different fields we
are committed to empowering other women. We are grateful for the sense of community
Herzlia instilled in us and we cannot wait to continue to grow our Mama Flo community.
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Our Journey

By Robyn (Sisc hy) Kachtan ( 1998)
I am Robyn Kachtan, former pupil of Herzlia, wife to Eldad and
mother to Gia. I matriculated in 1998. I went on to study graphic
design and thereafter did a degree in business computing. In 2003
I got married and gave birth to Gia towards the end of 2006.
I am currently working half day for a company as HR and Accounts Manager. I am
very fortunate that I get the best of both worlds, working mornings and I am able
to be with Gia in the afternoons. Gia is almost 14 years old. She was diagnosed at
the age of five with high functioning autism.
About a year ago, I got inspiration to write my own book which was self-published
recently. The title of my book is Our Journey, autism from a parent's perspective.
My aim is to create autism awareness and acceptance. During our journey I have
come to realise that people know very little about autism and what it really is.
These children have so much to offer and teach other children and adults. I have
found that not enough parents and educators know how to cope and teach children
on the spectrum and I wish that more could be taught
I hope that many people get to read my book and learn from my own experience
with Gia. It would give me such joy to help others.

Robyn (Sischy) Kachtan ( 1998).

"About a year ago, I got inspiration to write my own book
which was self-published recently. The title of my book is
Our Journey, autism from a parent's perspective. My aim is
to create autism awareness and acceptance."
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Engagements
Michelle Goetz ( 1998) to Justin Hovener (SA)
Nicole Smith (2003) to Devon Thomatos (2003) (UK)
Robyn Waters (2009) to Daniel Sher (2005) (SA)

Marriages
Michelle Goetz ( 1998) and Justin Havener.
Michal Bar Or to Ryan Karro ( 1994) (SA)
Mariel Kaplan to Russel Goodman (2002) (SA)

Nicole Smith (2003) and Devon Thomatos (2003).

Robyn Waters (2009) and Daniel Sher (2005).

Michal Bar Or and Ryan Karro ( 1994).

Mariel Kaplan and Russel Goodman (2002).
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Births
To Bertha-S ue (Herman) & Justin Chorn (1992),
a son (Australia)
To Daniella (Saul) & Ari Boyd (1994),
a son & daughter (UK)
To Marie (Pigot) & Adam Tross (2000),
a son (United Arab Emirates)
To Candyce (Levin) (2004) & Shane But/ion (200 I ),
a daughter (SA)
To Marnie & Ari Guinsberg (200 I ),
(SA)

a son

To Nicky (Kramer) (2002) & William Hickman,
(SA)

a son

To Loni (nee Schuman) & Michael S nape (2003),
a son (Israel)
To Bianca (Marks) (2004) & Karl Hodson,
(SA)

a son

To Lee-Ann (Lipman) (2007) & Greg Gelb (2005),
a daughter (SA)
To Daniella (Pieterkosky) (2006) &Ayton Hack (2007),
(SA)

a son

To S hoshan & Eitan Berger (2006),
a daughter (Israel)
To S taci (nee Bloom) (2006) & Tony Herbst,
(SA)

a son

To Deana (nee Alter) (2007) & Daniel Blaser (2007),
(SA)

a son
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Jordan Hickman.

Eitan and Shosahan Berger with baby Ellie.

Or-Tai Gavriella Gelb.

Evie But/ion.

Theodore 'Teddy' Snape with parents.

Jordan Justin Hodson.

Chemi Natan Hack

Binyamin Reuven Guinsberg.

Justin with baby Louis Samuel Chorn.
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Obituary
Malcolm Siegel ( 1998)
By Uri Gobey ( 1995)
15 October 2020. I couldn't post this yesterday, it was too
hard, and it is still hard.

Condolences
We extend our sincere condolences to the families
of our Herzlia alumni that passed away.
Benjamin Glesser (1968)
Sheryl (Hessen) Margolis (1983)
Malcolm Siegel (1998)
David Wener (1963)
Tamara (Scher) Ben Yehuda (1975)

Yesterday the world become a lot less balanced, a big chunk of
pure light left this world. The light of Malcolm Siegel, one of the
best people I have ever known and been friends with, a guy who
was passionate beyond compare, caring without conditions, fun
without limits, determined like the world depended on it, highly
intelligent without ego and powerful like the Lion of Judah.
Accurately describing him is impossible. I was always intimidated by his genius yet
he never made me feel like I should be. He is respected by many, a crucial par t of
the community in so many ways and now all is left is a void. However knowing Mooch
(Malcolm) he would never accept leaving a void in anyone's life and so I can assure
you his light still shines here in each person's life he touched. I hear he fought like a
lion without fear and complaint till his last moment and I wouldn't expect him to deal
with things any other way.
Baruch Dayan Ha'Emet my holy spiritual brother!
My hear t goes out to his wife, Nadia, children Carmiya and Eliel, mother Isobel,
sisters Kim and Tamara and the rest of his family.
https://www.facebook.com/ugobey/posts/ I 0164460629340441

Malcolm ( 1998), Nadia, Calmiya and Elie/ Siegel.
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THE HERZLIA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
MH Goldschmidt Ave, Highlands Estate, Cape Town. PO Box 3508, Cape Town 8000.
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